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APPLYING FREE PARTIALLY COMMUTATIVE GROUPS 
TO PATHS AND CIRCUITS IN DIRECTED GRAPHS ON 
SURFACES 
A. SCHRIJVER 
A free partially commutative group is a group generated by finitely many 
generators 91, ... ,gk and relations 9i9j = 9j9i for some of the pairs 9i,9j· It 
turns out that these groups are useful in studying disjoint paths and curves 
problems in graphs embedded on surfaces. The relation is through cohomology. 
In this paper we give a survey of the method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [16] we showed that the following problem, the k disjoint paths problem 
for directed planar graphs, is solvable in polynomial time, for any fixed k: 
given: a planar directed graph D = (V, E) and k pairs (1) 
(r1,s1), ... ,(rk,sk) of vertices of D; 
find: k pairwise vertex-disjoint directed paths P1, ... , Pk 
in D, where Pi runs from ri to Bi (i = 1, ... , k). 
The problem is NP-complete if we do not fix k (even in the undirected 
case; Lynch [6]). Moreover, it is NP-complete for k = 2 if we delete the 
planarity condition (Fortune, Hopcroft, and Wyllie [5]). This is in contrast 
to the undirected case (for those believing NP:f P), where Robertson and 
Seymour [13] showed that, for any fixed k, the k disjoint paths problem is 
polynomial-time solvable for any graph (not necessarily planar). 
The proof of the polynomial-time solvability of problem (1) is based on 
considering cohomology over free groups. In this paper we survey a more 
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general approach, viz. cohomology over free partially commutative groups. 
We discuss applications to disjoint paths and curves problems in planar 
graphs, and in graphs embedded on more general surfaces. For example, 
free partially commutative groups can be used in showing that the following 
problem can be solved in polynomial time for each fixed k and each fixed 
surface S: 
given: a directed graph D = (V, A) embedded in S, k (2) 
pairs (r1 , s1), .. . ,(rk, sk) of vertices of D, subsets 
A1, ... ,Ak of A, and a set E of pairs {i,j} from 
{1, ... 'k}; 
find: k pairwise vertex-disjoint directed paths P1, ... , Pk 
in D, where Pi runs from ri to Si and uses only 
arcs in Ai (i = 1, ... , k), and where Pi and Pj are 
vertex-disjoint if { i, j} r/. E. 
Also similar problems for disjoint trees can be solved in polynomial 
time. 
2. FREE PARTIALLY COMMUTATIVE GROUPS 
The method uses the framework of combinatorial group theory, viz. groups 
defined by generators and relations. For background literature on combina-
torial group theory see [8] and [7). 
Let g1, ... ,9k be 'generators'. Call the elements 91,9!1, ... ,gk,9"k1 
symbols. Define (9i1)-1 := 9i· A word (of size t) is a sequence a1 ... at 
where each aj is a symbol. The empty word (of size 0) is denoted by 0. 
Define (a1 ... at)-1 := a;-1 ... a!1. 
Let Ebe a set of unordered pairs {i,j} from {1, ... , k} with i -::/= j. 
Then the group G = GE is the group generated by the generators g1, ... , 9k 
with relations 
9i9j = 9jgi for each pair {i,j} EE. (3) 
Such a group is called a free partially commutative group or a graph group. 
(These groups are studied inter alia in [1], [4], [17], [22]. However, in this 
paper we do not use the results of these papers.) 
Note that if E = 0 the group GE is the free group generated by 
91, ... , 9k. If E consists of all pairs, GE is isomorphic to zk. We say 
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that symbols a and b are independent if a E {gi, gi 1} and b E {gj, g -:-- 1 } for 
some { i, j} E E with i =f. j. So if a and b are independent then db = ba 
and b =f. a±1 . (It follows from (6) below that also the converse implication 
holds.) 
By definition, the elements in G come from all words by identifying any 
two words w and w' if w' arises from w by iteratively: 
(i) replacing xaa-1y by xy or vice versa, where a is (4) 
a symbol; 
(ii) replacing xa/]y by x/3ay where a and f3 are inde-
pendent. 
By commuting we mean applying (ii) iteratively. 
Now for any word w = a1 ... at one has: 
w = 1 if and only if there exists a perfect matching ( 5) 
Mon {1, ... , t} such that 
(i) if {i,j} EM then aj = a;1; 
(ii) if two pairs { i, j}, { i', j'} in M cross then ai and 
ai' are independent. 
(A perfect matching is a partition into pairs. Pairs {i,j} and {i',j'} are 
said to cross if i < i' < j < j' or i' < i < j 1 < j (assuming without loss of 
generality i < j,i' < j').) 
We say that two words x and y are independent if any symbol in x and 
any symbol in y are independent. (In particular, (3 i- 0:±1 for any symbols 
a in x and f3 in y.) 
(5) directly implies that testing w = 1 is easy: just replace (iteratively) 
any segment aya- 1 by y where a is a symbol and y is a word independent 
of o:. The final word is empty if and only if w = 1. This gives a test for 
equivalence of words w and x: just test if wx-1 = 1. So the 'word problem' 
for free partially commutative groups is easy. (In fact it can be solved in 
linear time - see Wrathall [22].) 
We call a word w reduced if it is not equal (as a word) to xayo:-1 z for 
some symbol o: independent of each symbol in y. Note that reducedness is 
invariant under commuting. (5) also implies the stronger statement: 
Let wand x be reduced words with w = x. Then word ( 6) 
x can be obtained from w by a series of commutings. 
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It follows that we can define the size Jxl of an element x in G as the 
size of any reduced word w = x. Trivially, Jx- 1 1 = Jxl and JxyJ ~ Jxl + JyJ. 
Hence the function dist(x, y) := Jx- 1yJ is a distance function. That is, 
dist(x, x) = 0, dist(x, y) = dist(y, x) and dist(x, z) ~ dist(x, y) + dist(y, z) 
for all x, y, z. Note that dist(zx, zy) = dist(x, y) for all x, y, z. 
3. THE PARTIAL ORDER s; 
Let i: and y be two elements of GE· We write x ::; y if there are reduced 
words :r' = :r: and y' = y such that x' is a beginning segment of y'. So x ~ y 
if and only if JyJ = JxJ + Jx-1yJ. 
It is not difficult to see that 
~ is a partial order on G. (7) 
In fact, the partial order ::; yields a lattice if we add to G an element 
oc at infinity. So x V y is finite if and only if x ::; w and y ~ w for some w. 
There is an easy algorithm to calculate x /\ y from x and y. Just 
iteratively select a symbol o: such that a ::; x and a ::; y and replace x 
and y by a-1x and a-1y. Doing this until there is no such symbol any 
more, the symbols selected form x /\ y. 
Next x Vy can be found as follows. Let x' := (x /\ y)-1x and y' := 
(x /\ y)- 1y. Then x Vy is finite if and only if x' and y' are independent. 
Moreover, x Vy= (x /\ y)x'y'. 
In fact, 
For each x E G, the set {y E GJy ::; x}, partially (8) 
ordered by ::;, forms a distributive lattice. 
(The whole lattice on GU { oo} is generally not distributive: if a and b are 
distinct generators then a/\ (b V b- 1 ) = a/\ oo = a while (a/\ b) v (a/\ b-1 ) = 
lVl=l.) 
An element x is called join-irreducible if x -f. 1 and x = x' V x" implies 
x' = x or J/' = x. Let X1, ... , Xt be all join-irreducible elements < x. Then 
x = x1 V · · · V Xt and t = lxJ. 
We also note the following: 
Let x1, ... , :i:t E G be such that Xi V Xj is finite for all (9) 
i,j. Then x1 V ... V Xt is finite. 
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The partial order $ is clearly not invariant under mappings x r-t zx 
for z E G. The following formula expresses how /\ behaves under such an 
operation. 
For all x, y, z E G one has z-1x /\ z-1y = z-1((x /\ (10) 
y) v ( x /\ z) v (y /\ z)). 
It follows from (10) that (x /\ y) V (x /\ z) V (y /\ z) is the unique element 
w that is on the three shortest paths (with respect to the distance function 
<list) from x to y, x to z, and y to z. So (x /\ y) V (x /\ z) V (y /\ z) is the 
'median' in the sense of Sholander [19], (20), (21] (cf. Birkhoff [2]). 
4. CONVEX SETS AND IDEALS 
We call a subset H of G left-convex if H is nonempty and if x, z E H and 
dist(x, y) + dist(y, z) = dist(x, z) then y EH. Since the distance function is 
invariant under functions x i--+- yx, if His left-convex also yH is left-convex 
for any y E G. It is not difficult to see that a nonempty subset H of G is 
left-convex if and only if 
(i) if x $ y $ z and x, z EH then y EH; (11) 
(ii) if x, y E H then x /\ y E H and, if x Vy is finite, 
xVy EH. 
In particular, each left-convex set has a unique minimum element. We 
call a subset H of G right-convex if H-1 is left-convex, and convex if H is 
both left- and right-convex. (As usual, H-1 := {x-1 1x EH}.) 
A subset H of G is called a left-ideal if 
(i) 1 EH; (12) 
(ii) if x E H and y $ x then y E H; 
(iii) if x, y E H and x Vy is finite then x Vy EH. 
It is not difficult to see that His a left-ideal if and only if His left-convex 
and 1 EH. 
We call H a right-ideal if H-1 is a left-ideal, and an ideal if His both 
a left- and a right-ideal. 
Clearly, the intersection of any number of left-convex sets is again 
left-convex. Moreover, left-convex sets satisfy the following 'Helly-type' 
property: 
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Let Hi, ... , Ht be left-convex sets with Hin Hi =/; 0 (13) 
for all i, j = 1, ... , t. Then H1 n · · · n Ht =/; 0. 
(13) implies the following. As usual, define HH' := {xx'lx E H,x' E 
H'}. 
Let H be left-convex and let H' and H" be right- (14) 
convex, with H' n H" =/; 0. Then H H' n H H" = 
H(H' n H"). 
Indeed H H' nH H" ;;;:;> H ( H' nH") is easy. To see ~, let x E H H' nH H". 
Then x-1 H n (H')-1 , x-1 H n (H")- 1 and (H')-1 n (H")-1 are nonempty, 
and hence by (13), x-1 H n (H')-1 n (H")-1 =/; 0. So x E H(H' n H"). 
For any nonempty left-convex set H and x E G, there is a unique 
element yin H 'closest' to x, that is, one minimizing dist(x, y). To see this 
we may assume H is a left-ideal. Then by (12) y is the largest element in 
H satisfying y :S x. 
We denote this e~ent by clH(x). Then 
I t.· 
Let H be left-convex and let H' be a right-ideal. Let (15) 
x E Gandy:= clH(x). Then x E HH' if and only if 
y-1x EH'. 
(15) implies that if H is a left-ideal and H' is a right-ideal, and if we 
can test in polynomial time whether any given word x belongs to H and to 
H', then we can also test in polynomial time if any given word y belongs to 
H H'. We first find z = clH ( x). This can be done as follows: if we have a 
reduced word x' x" = x with x' E H, find a symbol a such that a ~ x" and 
x'a EH; reset x' := x'a and x" := a-1x", and iterate. If no such a exists 
we set z := x'. Now by (15) x E HH' if and only if y- 1x EH'. 
Similarly, if H is left-convex and H' is right-convex and if we can test 
in polynomial time if any word belongs to H and to H' and moreover we 
know at least one word w in H and at least one word w' in H', then we can 
test if any given word x belongs to HH': we just test if w-1xw'-1 belongs 
to (w-1H)(H'w'-1). Note that w-1H is a left-ideal and that H'w'- 1 is a 
right-ideal. 
From (15) one may also derive: 
Let H be left-convex and let H' be an ideal. Then (16) 
H H' is left-convex. 
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For any x E G define 
HJ := {y E Gly ~ x} and H; := {y E Gly $ x }. (17) 
It is not difficult to see that HJ and H; are left-convex. One has for any 
ideal Hand any x,y,z E G: 
x-1yz belongs to H if and only if: 
(i) 3u $ x 3w $ z : u-1yw E H; 
(ii) 3u $ x 3w ~ z: u-1yw EH; 
(iii) 3u ~ x 3w $ z : u-1yw E H; 
(iv) 3u ~ x 3w?: z: u-1yw EH. 
(18) 
Proof. Necessity being trivial we show sufficiency. Assertion (i) means y E 
HJH H}- 1 , and assertion (ii) means y E H;HHJ-1 . Hence by Proposition 
(14), y E H;H(H}- 1nH}-1 ) = H;Hz- 1. Similarly, y E HJHz- 1• Again by 
Proposition (14), y E (HJ n HJ)Hz-1 = xHz-1. Therefore x-1yz EH. • 
Let H be an ideal and let x, a be such that x-1ax E (19) 
H. Then there exists a y such that y-1ay E H and 
such that y $ at for some t. 
This implies: 
Let H be an ideal and let x, a be such that x-1a8 x E (20) 
H for some s. Then there exists a y such that 
y-1a8 y EH and such that y $ alal. 
5. THE COHOMOLOGY FEASIBILITY PROBLEM 
Let D = (V, A) be a directed graph and let G be a group. Two functions 
</>, 'I/; : A --t G are called cohomologous if there exists a function f : V --+ G 
such that 'l/;(a) = f(u)- 1</>(a)f(w) for each arc a= (u,w). One directly 
checks that this gives an equivalence relation. 
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Consider the following cohomology feasibility problem: 
given: a directed graph D = (V, A), a group G, a func- (21) 
tion <P : A --+ G, and for each a E A, a subset 
H(a) of G; 
find: a function 'I/; : A --+ G such that 'I/; is cohomol-
ogous to 4> and such that 'l/;(a) E H(a) for each 
a EA. 
This problem can be solved in polynomial time in case G is an free 
partially commutative group and each H(a) is an ideal. 
In the algorithm it is not required that the H(a) are given explicitly. 
It suffices that an algorithm is given that tests for any a and any word x 
whether or not x belongs to H(a). (So H(a) might be infinite.) The running 
time of the algorithm for the cohomology feasibility problem is bounded by 
a polynomial in n := JVI, (J' := max{l<P(a)lla E A}, and -r, where -r is the 
maximum time needed to test membership of x in H(a) for any given arc a 
and any given word x of length bounded by a polynomial inn and (J'. (The 
number k of generators can be bounded by n<:T, since we may assume that 
all generators occur among the </>(a).) 
Note that, by the definition of cohomologous, equivalent to finding a 'ljJ 
as in (21), is finding a function f : V--+ G satisfying: 
f(u)- 1</>(a)f(w) E H(a) for each arc a= (u, w). (22) 
We call such a function f feasible. 
Note that if f is feasible and P is ans -t path, then f(s)- 1</>(P)f(t) E 
H(P). Here we use the following notation and terminology. 
A path is defined as a 'word' ai ... am where ai or a;1 is an arc of D 
such that the head of lli is equal to the tail of ai+l (i = 1, ... , m - 1). It is 
called an s - t path if ai has tail s and am has head t. If s = t we call it a 
cycle. Moreover, if P = a1 ... am then p-1 := a;,1 ... a11 
If P = ai ... am then: 
<P(P) := </>(a1) ... </>(am), (23) 
H(P) := H(a1) ... H(am), 
where <P(a-1) := <P(a)-1 and H(a-1 ) = H(a)-1. 
This gives an obvious necessary (but generally not sufficient) condition 
for problem (21) having a solution: 
for each cycle P there exists an x E G such that ( 24) 
x-14>(P)x belongs to H(P). 
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6. PRE-FEASIBLE FUNCTIONS 
In order to describe the algorithm solving the cohomology feasibility prob-
lem, we need the concept of 'pre-feasible' function. Let D = (V, A) be a 
directed graph, let G be a free partially commutative group, let t/; : A ---* G 
and for each a EA, let H(a) be an ideal of G. 
We call a function f : V ---* G pre-feasible if for ,each arc a = ( u, w) of 
D there exist x ~ f(u) and z ~ f(w) such that x-1q;(a)z E H(a). Clearly, 
each feasible function is pre-feasible. There is a trivial pre-feasible function 
f, defined by J(v) := 1 for each v E V. 
The collection of pre-feasible functions is closed under certain operations 
on the set cv of all functions j : V ---*G. This set can be partially ordered 
by: f :'.S g if and only if /(v) :'.S g(v) for each v E V. Then cv forms a 
lattice if we add an element oo at infinity. Let /\ and V denote meet and 
join. 
Let Ji and h be pre-feasible functions. Then /1 /\ h (25) 
and, if Ji V h < oo, Ji V h are pre-feasible again. 
It follows that for each function f : V ---* G there is a unique smallest 
pre-feasible function J ~ f, provided that there exists at least one pre-
feasible function g ~ f. If no such g exists we set J := oo. Note that 
f V g = J V g for any two functions f, g with f V g finite. 
7. A SUBROUTINE FINDING f 
Let input D = (V, A), t/;, H for the cohomology feasibility problem be given. 
We describe a polynomial-time subroutine that outputs J for any given 
function f, under the assumption that (24) holds. 
For any arc a= (u, w) and any x E G let f3a(x) be the smallest element 
z in G such that there exists an x' ~ x with (x')-1t/;(a)z E H(a). This is 
unique, as z is the minimum element in the left-convex set t/;(a)- 1 HJH(a). 
Note that for any f: V---* Gone has: 
f is pre-feasible if and only if f3a(f(u)) :'.S f(w) for (26) 
each arc a= (u, w). 
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For any given x we can determine f3a(x) in polynomial time if we can 
test in polynomial time if any given word belongs to H(a) (as f3a(x) is the 
minimal element of </>(a)-1 HJH(a)). 
Subroutine to find ]: If f is pre-feasible, output J := f. Otherwise, 
choose an arc a= (u, w) such that .Ba(f(u)) 1:. f(w). If /(w)V f3a(J(u)) = oo, 
output J := oo. Otherwise reset f(w) := /(w) V f3a(f(u)), and start anew. 
Proposition 1. The output in the subroutine is correct. 
Proof. Clearly, if f(w) V f3a(f(u)) = oo then J = oo. If f(w) V f3a(f(u)) < 
oo, let /' denote the reset function. Then f S f'. Moreover, if J is finite, 
then f Sf' S ], since f'(w) = f(w) V .Ba(f(u)) S ](w) V f3a(}(u)) = ](w), 
since J is pre-feasible. • 
8. RUNNING TIME OF THE SUBROUTINE 
After at most 215n9k9o-8 +22n2k 2p iterations the subroutine gives an output, 
where: 
n == IVI, 
o- := max{l</>(a)l la EA}, 
p := max{l/(v)l Iv E V}. 
(27) 
We give a proof of this in case G is a free group. To this end, define for 
each path P in D and each x E G, ,Bp(x) inductively by: {30(x) := x and 
f3Pa(x) := f3a(f3p(x)). Then: 
Proposition 2. For each path Pin D, each x E G and each y E H(P) we 
have ,Bp(x) S </>(P)-1xy. 
Proof. If P = 0, the assertion is trivial. If P =a, then for z := </>(a)-1xy 
one.has x-1</>(a)z = y E H(a), and hence f3a(x) S z = </>(a)-1xy. 
Consider next a path Pa and let y = y'y" E H(Pa), with y' E H(P) 
and y" E H(a). Then by induction, 
f3Pa(x) = .Ba(f3p(x)) S f3a(</>(P)- 1xy1) (28) 
S </>(a)-1(</>(P)- 1xy')y" = if>(Pa)-1xy. • 
We introduce the following further structure. Let ft denote the function 
f as it is after t iterations. At each iteration t of the subroutine we make 
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a path Pt as follows. If at iteration t we choose arc a = ( u, w) and reset 
ft(w) := f3aUt-1(u)), then Pt is equal to the path ~a if ft-i(u) :/: f(u) 
and if the value of /t-1(u) was obtained at iteration i; and Pt := a if 
ft-1(u) = f(u). 
Note that P1, ... , Pt satisfy (if G is the free group): 
for each vertex v with ft(v) :/: f(v) there is a vertex (29} 
rand an r - v path P, such that f3pi(f(r)) = ft(v). 
Proposition 3. For free groups, the subroutine talces at most 
t := 29n1k6u5 + 22n2 kp iterations. 
Proof. Suppose we have performed t iterations. We first show: 
At least one of the paths Pi, ... , Pt contains T := (30) 
28n5k5u4 arcs. 
Since there are n vertices and 2k symbols, there exist vertices r, v and a 
symbol a such that there are at least t/2n2k = 28n5 k5u5 + p indices i such 
that Pi runs from r to v and such that f3pi(J(r)) has maximum symbol a. 
(We say that an element x of the free group has maximum symbol a if a is 
the last symbol in the reduced word representing x.) 
Let J be the collection of such indices i, and let X denote the collection 
{,Bp,(f(r))li E J}. Since each x E X satisfies x $ ft(v), the elements in 
X form a chain (i.e., are totally ordered by $). Let w be the maximum 
element in X, and let j be the maximum element in J. Then 
lwl 2'.: IXI 2'.: 28n5k5u5 + p. (31) 
Let m be the number of arcs in Pj. Then by Proposition 2, w = /3 P; (!( r)) $ 
<f>(Pj)-1 /(r); so lwl $ l</>(Pj)I + lf(r)I $ mu+ p. Hence with (31), m ~ 
2Bn5k5u4 . Since each beginning segment of a path in Ilt again belongs to 
Ilt we have (30). 
Let P have beginning segments Qo, Qi, ... , QT, and let vo, v1, ... , VT 
be the end vertices of Q0, Qi, ... , QT respectively (with vo = r). Let 
Yi:= f3Q,(f(r)) for i = 0, ... ,T. 
For each vertex v of D and each symbol a let lv,a denote the set of 
indices i E { 0, ... , T} such that Vi = v and such that Yi has maximum 
symbol a. Then there exists a vertex wand a symbol f3 such that llw,,al ~ 
T /2nk. Let L be the largest index in lw,f3· Since for all i, i' E lw,{3 and i < i' 
we have Yi <Yi' (since Yi has maximum symbol f3 and satisfies Yi $ ft(w) 
for each i E lw,{3 and since Yi' 1:. Yi), we know 
IYLI ~ llw,/31~T/2nk=27n5k5u4 . (32) 
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Let M := 23n2k2u, N := 2nkO" andp :=Mu. Since N = M/2nk, there 
exists a vertex u and a symbol a such that Iu,o. contains at least N + 1 indices 
i satisfying L - Ms i SL. Choose N + 1 such indices io <ii < · · · < iN. 
Define 
xo := Yi0 ,XI := Yi1 , • • • ,xN := YiN· (33) 
For j = 1, ... , N let Ci be the u - u path Vi0 , Vio+b ... , Vi;-1' Vij. We show 
that CN violates (24). Note that 
l<P(Ci)I s (ii - io)O" s Mu= p (34) 
for each j = 1, ... ,N. 
Since xi S ft(u), we know that xo < x1 < · · · < XN· Moreover, 
xo < Xi S f3c;(xo) S </>(Ci)-1xo (35) 
for each j = 1, ... , N (by Proposition 2). 
By Proposition 2, YL s f3Q(x 0 ) S </>(Q)-1xo, where Q denotes the path 
Vi0 , Vio+I, ... , VL-1, V£. Hence 
lxol ~ IYLI -1</>(Q)l 2: 2p2 - P > (p + l)p 2: (p + l)l</>(Ci)I. (36) 
Let Yi := x01c,b(Cj)-1xo. Then xo < xi S </>(Ci)-1xo and lxol > (p + 
l)l</>(Ci)I imply that xo = rrJ/J for some ri s xo with maximum symbol a. 
Let Yi have mi symbols a and let xo have m symbols a. Write 
Xo = ZmZm-1 · .. z1, where each Zi has maximum symbol a. (Such a decom-
position is unique.) Since xo = rr!lj for each j, we know that m 2: pmi 
and that Zi = Zi' if i = i' (mod mi) and i, i' s pmi. Hence, since 
p 2: max{m1, ... ,mN}, form:= gcd{m1, ... ,mN}, Zi = zi' if i = i' 
(mod m) and i,i' S pm. 
Let a := ZmZm-1 ... z1 and ni .- mi/m for m = 1, ... , N. Then 
Yi = an; for each j = 1, ... , N. 
Moreover, 
ni < n2 < · · · < nN. (37) 
For suppose that ni+I S ni for some j = 1, ... , N - 1. Let C be the closed 
path satisfying Ci+1 = CiC. Then 
Xj+1 S /3c(xi) s <P(C)-1xi = <P(Ci+I)-1</>(Ci )xi ((38) 
= (<f>(Ci+I)-1xo)(x()"1</>(Ci)xo)(xQ"1xi) = XoYi+IYjXQ" 1xi 
= xoani+ia-ni(x01xj)· 
This implies lxi+II S lxoan;+i-n;I + lx01xil S lxol + lx01xil = lxil· (The 
inequality lxoani+i-njl S lxol follows from the fact that x0 = fani-n;+1 for 
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some f, since 0 $ mi - mi+ 1 $ mi $ Mu.) This contradfots the fact that 
Xj+I > Xj, thus showing (37). 
Now ial $ Mu/N = 2nku, since lanNI = IYNI $ Mu and nN ~ N 
(by (37)). By (24), there exists an x E G such that x-1</>(CN)X E H(CN). 
Hence there exists a y E G such that y-1anNy E. H(CN)-1. It is not 
difficult to see that we may assume that y $ a. Hence anN-1 E H( CN )-1. 
Now by Proposition 2, XN $ f3cN(x0 ) :::; </>(CN)-1x 0a1- 11N, and hence 
x01xN < x01<f>(CN)-1xoa1-nN = a. Therefore lx01xNI $ lal $ 2nkCJ. 
Since Xo < x1 < · .. < XN we know Jx01xNI ~ N. Hence 2nku ~ N = 4nkCJ, 
a contradiction. • 
9. A POLYNOMIAL-TIME ALGORITHM FOR THE COHOMOLOGY 
FEASIBILITY PROBLEM FOR FREE PARTIALLY COMMUTATIVE 
GROUPS 
We now describe the algorithm for the cohomology feasibility problem for 
free partially commutative groups. Let D = (V, A) be a directed graph, let 
G be a free partially commutative group, let <P: A --t G and let H(a) be 
an ideal of G, for each a EA. We assume that with each arc a= (u, w) also 
a-1 = (w,u) is an arc, with </J(a-1 ) = </>(a)-1 and H(a-1) = H(a)- 1 . 
Let U be the collection of all functions f : V --t G such that for each arc 
a= (u, w) there exist x ~ f(u) and z ~ f(w) satisfying x-1</>(a)z E H(a). 
For any given function f one can check in polynomial time whether f belongs 
to U. Trivially, if f EU and g $ f then g EU. Moreover: 
Proposition 4. Let Ji, ... , ft be functions such that fi V fj EU for all i,j. 
Then f := Ii V · · · V ft E U. 
Let X be the set of pairs ( u, x) where u E V and where x is join-
irred uci ble such that there exists an arc a = ( u, w) with x $ <P( a). So X 
has size polynomially bounded by n and u. For any ( u, x) E X, let f u,x be 
the function defined by 
fu,x(u) := x, (39) 
fu,x(v) := 1 for all v-::/: u. 
Let E be the set of pairs { ( u, x), ( w, z)} from X such that there exists 
an arc a= (u, w) such that 
for all x', z' E G, if (x')-1</>(a)z' E H(a) then x $ x' (40) 
or z $ z'. 
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Note that this holds if and only if ef>(a) ft ilxH(a).6:;1, where for any join-
irreducible element y, b.y is the left-ideal {y'ly' l. y }. So ( 40) can be tested 
in polynomial time by (15) and (16). 
Let E' be the collection of all pairs {(v,x),(v',x')} from X such that 
fv,x V fv',x' does not belong to U (possibly (v,x) = (v',x')). 
Choose a subset Y of X such that e n Y :f. 0 for each e E E and such 
that e g Y for each pair e E E'. This is a special case of the 2-satisfiability 
problem, and hence can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proposition 5. If no such Y exists, there is no feasible function. 
Proof. Suppose f is a feasible function. Then Y := { ( v, x) E X Iv E V, x .$ 
f ( v)} would have the required properties. • 
If we find Y, define f by: 
f(v) := V Uv,xl(v, x) E Y}. (41) 
Proposition 6. f is a feasible function. 
Proof. Since fv,x V f v' ,x' < oo for each pair { ( v, x), ( v', x')} ~ Y, we know 
f < oo. Moreover, f is the join of a finite number of pre-feasible functions, 
and hence f is pre-feasible. So by (18) it suffices to show that for each arc 
a=(u,w): 
(i) there exist x :2: J(u) and z > J(w) such that (42) 
x- 1<f>(a)z E H(a); 
(ii) there exist x .$ J(u) and z < f(w) such that 
x- 1</>(a)z E H(a). 
To see (42)(i), note that it is equivalent to: f EU. As fv,x V Jv',x' EU 
for all ( v, x ), ( v', x') E Y, Proposition 4. gives f EU. 
To see (42)(ii), note that it is equivalent to: 
(43) 
Suppose (43) does not hold. Let b be the largest element in Hj(1,)H(a) 
satisfying b ~ <f>(a). So by (15), b-1 ef>(a) (/. (HJ(w)-1; that is, ef>(a- 1 )b i 
f(w). Hence there exists a join-irreducible element z _$ ef>(a-1 )b such that 
z i f(w). So ef>(a- 1 )b (/. flz and hence by (15), if>(a) rf. HJ(u)H(a)b.; 1 • 
Note that since b ~ ef>(a) and z .$ <f>(a- 1 )b we have z ~ ef>(a- 1 ) and hence 
(w,z)EX. 
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Let c be the largest element in D..zH-1 such that c :s; <jJ(a-1 ). By (15), 
<jJ(a)c rt HJ(u); that is <P(a)c i. f(u). Hence there exists a join-irreducible 
element x of </>(a)c such that x i. f(u). Again, since c :s; ef>(a-1) and 
x :s; tf>(a)c we have x :s; </>(a) and hence (u, x) EX. As ef>(a)c-1 rt D..x, by 
(15) we know </>(a) rt D..xHD..;1. So {(u,x), (w, z)} EE and hence Y contains 
at least one of (u, x), (w, z). Sox :s; f(u) or z :s; J(w), a contradiction. • 
Thus we have proved: 
Theorem 1. The cohomology feasibility problem for free partially commu-
tative groups is solvable in polynomial time. • 
10. THE 2-SATISFIABILITY PROBLEM 
In the algorithm we use a polynomial-time algorithm for the 2-satisfiability 
problem. Conversely, the 2-satisfiability problem can be seen as a special 
case of the cohomology feasibility problem for free groups. To see this, first 
note that any instance of the 2-satisfiability problem can be described as 
one of solving a system of inequalities in {O, 1} variables x1, ... ,Xn of the 
form: 
Xi +xj 2":: 1 for each {i,j} EE, 
Xi + Xj :s; 1 for each {i,j} EE', 
(44) 
where E and E' are given collections of pairs and singletons from { 1, ... , n}. 
(So we allow i = j in (44), yielding 2xi 2":: 1 or 2xi ~ 1.) 
Let G be the free group generated by the elements g and h. Make a 
directed graph with vertices v1, ... , Vn and with arcs: 
(i) a= (vi,Vj), with <jJ(a) := ghg-1, for each {i,j} E (45) 
E; 
(ii) a= (vi,Vj), with <P(a) := h, for each {i,j} EE'. 
Moreover, set H(a) := {w E GI lwl ~ 2} for each arc a. 
Now the cohomology feasibility problem in this case is equivalent to 
solving (44) in {O, 1} variables. Indeed, if 1:1, ... ,:rn is a solution of (44) 
then define p(vi) := g if Xi = 1 and p('ui) := 1 if :ri = 0. Then p is a feasible 
function. Conversely, if p is a feasible function, define :r; := 1 if p('vi) =/=- 1 
and the first symbol of p( vi) is equal to g. and :Ci := 0 otherwise. Then 
:r:1, ... . :rn is a solution of (44). 
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11. A GOOD CHARACTERIZATION 
One may derive from the algorithm a 'good' characterization of the feasi-
bility of the cohomology feasibility problem for free partially commutative 
groups, i.e., one showing that the problem belongs to NPnco-NP. 
Theorem 2. Let be given a directed graph D = (V, A), a free partially 
commutative group G, a function </> : A ___, G, and for each arc a, an 
ideal H (a) of G. Then there exists a function t/; : A ___, G such that 'ljJ is 
cobomologous to</> and such that 'lj;(a) E H(a) for ea.eh arc a, if and only if 
for each vertex u and each two u - u paths P, Q there ( 46) 
exists an x E G such that x-1</>(P)x E H(P) and 
x- 1</>(Q)x E H(Q). 
Remark 1. Condition ( 46) cannot be relaxed to requiring that for each 
cycle P there exists an x E G such that x-1</>(P)x belongs to H(P). To see 
this, let G be the free g:roup generated by g and h. Let D be the directed 
graph with one vertex v and two loops, a and b, attached at v. Define 
cjJ(a) := h,H(a) := {1,h,g,g- 1 ,g-1h,hg} and </>(b) := ghg- 1 ,H(b) := 
{1, h,g,g-1 , hg-1 ,gh}. If x-1</>(a)x E H(a) then the first symbol of x is 
not equal to g. If x-1</J(b)x-1 E H(b) then the first symbol of x is equal to 
g. So there is no x such that both hold. 
On the other hand, for each path P there is an x such that x-1</J(P)x E 
H(P). Indeed, for each k E Z, <fJ(abk) E H(abk) and <f>(bka) E H(bka). It 
follows that if P starts or ends with a or a-1 , then <fJ(P) E H(P). Moreover, 
for each k E Z, g- 1</>{akb)g E H(akb) and g- 1</>(bak)g E H(bak). So if P 
starts and ends with b or b-1 then g- 1</>(P)g E H(P). • 
The fact that Theorem 2 is a good characterization relies on the facts 
that if the cohomology feasibility problem for free partially commutative 
groups has a solution, it has one of small size, and that if paths P, Q 
violating ( 46) would exist, there are such paths of polynomial length. (Both 
facts follow from the polynomial-time solvability of the subroutine.) We can 
check in polynomial time whether or not for given u - u paths P and Q 
there exists an x E G such that x<jJ(P)x-1 belongs to H(P) and xcp(Q)x-1 
belongs to c/>(Q). (By the fact that H(P) and H(Q) are ideals we have to 
consider for x only beginning segments of efJ(P), efJ(P)-1, <f>( Q), <f>( Q)-1. The 
number of such candidates for x is polynomially bounded.) · 
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12. DIRECTED GRAPHS ON SURFACES AND HOMOLOGOUS 
FUNCTIONS 
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We now show how the results of the previous sections can be applied 
to disjoint paths and circuit problems in graphs embedded on surfaces. We 
first show how the polynomial-time solvability of the cohomology feasibility 
problem implies that, for each fixed k, the k disjoint paths problem for 
directed planar graphs: 
given: a planar directed graph D = (V, E) and k pairs (47) 
(r1,s1), ... ,(rk,sk) of vertices of D; 
find: k pairwise vertex-disjoint directed paths 
P1, ... , Pk in D, where Pi runs from ri to Si 
(i=l, ... ,k) 
is solvable in polynomial time. 
Theorem 3. For each fixed k, the k disjoint paths problem for directed. 
planar graphs (47) is solvable in polynomial time. 
We sketch the proof. As group G we take the free group with k 
generators gi, ... , gk. 
Let input D = (V, A), ri, s1, ... , rk, Bk E V for (47) be given. We may 
assume that D is weakly connected, and that r 1 , s1 , ... , rki Sk are distinct, 
each being incident with exactly one arc. Fix an embedding of D in the 
plane, and let :F denote the collection of faces of D. 
Call two function </J, 'ljJ : A ----+ G homologous if there exists a function 
f : :F ----+ G such that 
J(F)- 1</J(a)f(F') = 'l/;(a) (48) 
for each arc a, where F and F' are the faces at the left-hand side and at 
the right-hand side of a, respectively. 
For any solution II = ( P1, ... , Pk) of ( 4 7) let </Jn : A ----;. G be defined 
by: 
</Jn(a) := 9i if path Pi traverses a (i = 1, ... , k), and (49) 
</Jn (a) : = 1 if a is not traversed by any of the Pi. 
Now one can show: 
For each fixed k we can find in polynomial time func- ( 50) 
tions </J1, ... , </JN : A ----+ G with the property that for 
each solution II of ( 4 7), </Jn is homologous to at least 
one of </J1, ... , </JN. 
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[This is the only reason why we can prove the polynomial-time solvability 
of problem {47) for fixed k only.] 
It follows that it suffices to describe a polynomial-time method for the 
following problem: 
given: a function</>: A--+ G; (51) 
find: a solution II of ( 4 7) such that </>rr is homologous 
to</>. 
Indeed, we can apply such an algorithm to each </>j in (50). If we do not 
find II for any <Pi, then ( 4 7) has no solution. 
In order to solve (51) with the cohomology feasibility algorithm, we 
consider the dual graph D* = (F, A*) of D, having as vertex set the 
collection F of faces of D, while for any· arc a of D there is an arc of 
D*, denoted by a*, from the face of D at the left-hand side of a to the face 
at the right-hand side of a. Define for any function</> on A the function </J* 
on A* by 
</>*(a*):= </>(a) (52) 
for each arc a of D. Then any two functions </> and 1/J are homologous (in 
D), if and only if</>* and 1/J* are cohomologous (in D*). 
We extend the dual graph to the 'extended' dual graph D+ = (F, A+) 
by adding in each face of D* all chords. (Son+ need not be planar.) To be 
more precise, for any two vertices F, F' of D* and any (undirected) F - F' 
path Tr on the boundary of any face of D*, extend D* with an arc, called 
a'll', from F to F'. For any</>: A--+ G define cjJ+ : A+ --+ G by: 
q,+(a*) :=</>*(a*) for each arc a of D; 
q,+(~) := </>*(rr) for any path Tr as above. 
Moreover, let 
H(a*) := {1,91, ... ,9k} and 
H(a'lr) := {1,91,911, · · · ,9k,9;1}. 
So each of these sets is an ideal in G. 
(53) 
(54) 
Now let input</> of problem (51) be given. As the cohomology feasibility 
problem is solvable in polynomial time in this case, we can find in polynomial 
time a function ~· that is cohomologous to <fa+ in D+, with 1f; ( b) E H ( b) for 
each are b of D+, provided that such a ·tf; exists. If we find one, let Pi 
be any <lireeted ri - s.i path traversing only arcs a satisfying 1/J(a*) = 9i 
(i = 1. ... , k). If such paths exist, they form a solution of ( 4 7). 
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If we do not find such a function '!/; and such paths we may conclude 
that problem (51) has no solution. For suppose that efm is homotopic 
to <P for some IT = (P1 , ... , Pk)· Then there exists a 'I/; as above, viz. 
'I/; := ( <Pn )+. Moreover, for any '!/;' cohomologous to ( <Pn) + there exists for 
each i = 1, ... , k a directed ri - Si path Pf traversing only arcs a such that 9i 
occurs in 'lj;'(a*). So we would find a solution, contradicting our assumption. 
13. FURTHER APPLICATIONS TO DISJOINT PATHS 
By extending (50) we obtain the following generalization. For any directed 
graph G = (V, A) embedded on a compact surface, and any subset X of V, 
let r(X) denote the minimum number t for which there exist faces F1 , ... , Ft 
of D such that X ~ bd(F1 U · · · U Ft)· Then we have: 
Theorem 4. For each fixed t, the disjoint paths problem for directed planar 
graphs is solvable in polynomial time for inputs satisfying 
r({r1,s1, ... ,rk,Sk}) ~ t. 
This can be shown as (50) can be extended to fixing r( {r1, si, ... , 
Tk, sk}) instead of fixing k. Theorem 4 extends a theorem of Robertson 
and Seymour [11] for undirected planar graphs with t = 2. (Recently, 
Ripphausen, Wagner, and Weihe [10] gave a linear-time algorithm if t = 2.) 
One may also derive that the following problem: 
given: a directed planar graph D = (V, A), k pairs (55) 
(r1, s1), .. . ,(rk, sk) of vertices of D, and subsets 
Ai, ... , Ak of A; 
find: k pairwise vertex-disjoint directed paths P1, ... , 
Pk in D, where Pi runs from Ti to Si and uses 
only arcs in Ai (i = 1, ... , k), 
is solvable in polynomial time, for fixed k. This follows by restricting in 
(54) the H(a*) to those 9i for which Ai contains a. 
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More generally, consider the problem: 
given: a directed planar graph D = (V, A), k pairs (56) 
(r1, s1), .. . ,(rk, sk) of vertices of D, subsets 
A1 , ... , Ak of A, and a set E consisting of some 
pairs { i, j} from 1, ... , k; 
find: k pairwise vertex-disjoint directed paths P1, ... , 
Pk in D, where Pi runs from Ti to Si and uses 
only arcs in Ai (i = 1, ... , k) and where Pi and 
Pj are disjoint if {i,j} r/. E. 
Theorem 5. For each fixed t, problem (56) is solvable in polynomial time, 
for inputs satisfying r( {r1, s1, ... , rk, sk}) $; t. 
This follows as above from the polynomial-time solvability of the coho-
mology feasibility problem applied to the free partially commutative group 
with generators g1 , ... ,gk and with relations 9i9i = 9i9i for each {i,j} EE. 
This result was shown fort= 1 by Ding, Schrijver, and Seymour [3]. 
A special case of this is the following disjoint trees problem: 
given: a directed planar graph D = (V, A) and k pairs (57) 
(r1, S1), .. . ,(rk, Sk) with r1, ... , rk E V and 
S1, ... ,Sk~V; 
find: k pairwise vertex-disjoint rooted trees T1, ... , Tk 
in D, where Ti has root ri and covers Si (i = 
1, ... 'k). 
Theorem 6. For each fixed t, problem (57) is solvable in polynomial time 
for inputs satisfying r( {r1, ... , rk} U 81 U · · · U Sk) $; t. 
This follows from Theorem 5 by taking all pairs (n, s') with i E 
{1, ... , k} and s' E Si, and defining E so that directed paths will be dis-
joint if they correspond to distinct ri and ri. This was shown for undirected 
graphs in [15]. 
These polynomial-time solvability results for directed planar graphs, in 
fact also hold for directed graphs embedded on some compact surface S, as 
long as we keep this surface fixed. We mention the following: 
given: a directed graph D = (V, A) embedded on a corn- (58) 
pact surface S and k pairs (r1, s1), .. . ,(rk, sk) of 
vertices of D; 
find: k pairwise vertex-disjoint directed paths P1 , ... , Pk 
in D, where Pi runs from ri to Si (i = 1, ... , k). 
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Theorem 7. For each fixed compact surface Sand each fixed t, problem 
(58) is solvable in polynomial time. 
One of the most general results in this direction concerns the following 
problem: 
given: a directed graph D = (V, A) embedded on a corn- (59) 
pact surface S, k pairs (r1, s1), .. . ,(rk, sk) of ver-
tices of D, subsets A1, ... , Ak of A, and a set E of 
pairs {i,j} from {1, ... , k}; 
find: k pairwise vertex-disjoint directed paths Pi, ... , Pk 
in D, where Pi runs from ri to si and uses only 
arcs in Ai (i = 1, ... , k), and where Pi and Pj are 
vertex-disjoint if { i, j} rf. E. 
Theorem 8. For each B.xed compact surface S and each fixed t, prob-
lem ( 59) is solvable in polynomial time for inputs satisfying r( { r 1, s1, ... 
,rk,St}) ~ t. 
14. DISJOINT CLOSED CURVES IN GRAPHS ON A COMPACT SURFACE 
Let S be a compact surface. A closed curve on S is a continuous function 
C : 8 1 -----+ S, where 8 1 is the unit circle in the complex plane. Two closed 
curves C and C' are called freely homotopic, in notation C ""' C', if there 
exists a continuous function P: 8 1 x [O, 1] -----+ S such that 4>(z, 0) = C(z) 
and P(z, 1) = C'(z) for each z E 8 1. 
For any pair of closed curves C, Don S, let cr(C, D) denote the number 
of crossings of C and D, counting multiplicities. Moreover, mincr(C,D) 
denotes the minimum of er( C', D') where C' and D' range over all closed 
curves freely homotopic to C and D, respectively. That is, 
mincr(C,D) := min{cr(C',D')IC',...., C,D',...., D}. (60) 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph embedded on S. (We identify G 
with its embedding on 8.) For any closed curve Don 8, cr(G, D) denotes 
the number of intersections of G and D (counting multiplicities): 
cr(G,D) := l{z E S 1 ID(z) E G}I. (61) 
The following was shown in [14] (motivated by [12]): 
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Theorem 9. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph embedded on a 
compact surface S and let C1, .•. , Ck be pairwise disjoint simple closed 
curves on S, each non-nullhomotopic. Then there exist pairwise disjoint 
simple closed curves C~, ... , C~ in G such that CI,..., Ci for i = 1, ... , k, if 
and only if for each closed curve D on S: 
k 
cr(G, D) 2'.: L mincr(Ci, D), (62) 
i=l 
with strict inequality if D is doubly odd. 
Here we call a closed curve D on S doubly odd (with respect to G and 
Ci, ... , Ck) if Dis the concatenation D1 · D2 of two closed curves D1 and 
D2 such that D1(1) = D2(1) '/. G and such that 
k 
er( G, Dj) "¥: L er( ci, Dj) (mod 2), (63) 
i=l 
forj=l,2. 
It is easy to see that the condition in the theorem is necessary - the 
essence is sufficiency. The theorem can be derived from Theorem 2 by 
considering simple closed curves Ck+I, ... , Ct such that each component of 
S \ ( C1 U · · · U Ct) is an open disk and such that C1, ... , Ct have a minimum 
number of mutual crossings. Let E := {{i,j}ICi and Cj cross}. We can find 
with a method similar to that described in Section 12 simple closed curves 
C~, ... , q in G such that Ci ,..., Ci (i = 1, .. ., t) and such that C~ and Cj 
are disjoint if {i,j} <f. E. Then Ci, ... , C~ are the closed curves as required. 
The theorem can be extended to directed circuits in directed graphs 
embedded on a compact orientable surface, although the condition becomes 
more difficult to formulate (for the torus, see Seymour [18]). In any case, 
the method yields a polynomial-time algorithm finding the directed circuits. 
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